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"[I]n the movies you can't have thieves as heroes."
--June Gudmunsdottir (Greta Scacchi) in The Player(note 1)

Introduction
It has long been an axiom of copyright law that copyright does not protect ideas, but only the fixed expression of
ideas.(note 2) For the entertainment industry, this means that a motion picture, not the underlying idea for the movie,
receives copyright protection. In Hollywood, the entire entertainment industry depends upon unprotectable ideas to
create the finished product, which will attract audiences into theaters or viewers to television sets. To attract an
audience (and thereby to make money), many other projects will frequently use the idea underlying a successful film in
hope that the idea will work as well a second time. Others will then use the idea again and again until it stops
working.(note 3)

Hollywood is supported by a small community that depends on that most precious of commodities: the original idea.
To create entertainment, ideas must be developed until a finished, marketable product can emerge from an initial
concept. This development occurs in a number of creative stages. The contributions of writers, directors, editors,
producers, and actors all shape the final work. The unprotectable idea eventually develops into a fixed, copyrightable
expression.
Copyright, for example, would protect the finished expression of a concept where a man named Joe (for the sake of
argument played by Kevin Costner) meets and falls in love with a woman named Miriam (played by Sharon Stone) on
a space station near Mars in the near future. Joe, of course, says something insensitive that hurts and alienates Miriam.
As a result, Miriam begins a relationship with Joe's evil step-brother Eddie (played by Tom Cruise). Eddie, as it turns
out, wants to sell Miriam into intergalactic space slavery and kidnaps her. After a few slick spacecraft fight sequences
and nifty special effects, Miriam realizes that she loves Joe. Joe eventually defeats Eddie in battle. The movie ends
with Joe and Miriam having a space wedding, and the credits roll.
Copyright protects many parts of this (albeit silly) example, including the actual film prints, the scripts, and the set
designs. The tangible fixations of expression receive protection. Ideas underlying the film, however, cannot be
copyrighted.(note 4) For example, the generic underlying idea of boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy eventually wins
girl back will not be protected. After all, "Ideas are free as air."(note 5) Copyright does not extend to protecting simple
ideas such as boy meets girl.
Between the two extremes of a simple, unprotectable idea and a fully copyrightable expression, a film project goes
through many stages where creative decisions are made that may not receive copyright protection. Unless the author
tangibly expresses creative decisions, they cannot be copyrighted. Furthermore, ideas are not eligible for independent
protection. Therefore, a gap in intellectual property law prevents an artist's creative endeavors from being fully
protected. If, for instance, an author creates a synopsis of a proposed plot, copyright will protect the expression in the
synopsis. The specific ideas underlying the summation cannot be copyrighted, and thus remain subject to theft.
An unethical writer or studio executive may steal the idea and make sufficient alterations to avoid copyright problems,
thereby leaving the original writer without legal recourse. This practice of idea theft has given rise to an intellectual
property tort centering around the "based upon" credit.(note 6) The based upon credit tort allows an author to sue to
receive credit for an original idea used in another work.
Courts recognized the importance of idea attribution in two recent cases: Buchwald v. Paramount Pictures Corp.(note
7) and King v. Innovation Books.(note 8) These cases require either acknowledgement of an idea contribution in a
film,(note 9) or the removal of a credit where an author has not substantially contributed to a film, and the use of the
author's name in connection with the film would harm the author.(note 10)
Unfortunately, there is no consensus as to what exactly "based upon" means regarding the protection of ideas. Neither
the legal community nor the creative community has developed a standard meaning and test for the necessity of a
based upon credit.(note 11) In order to have legal significance, "based upon" needs to have a clear and precise
meaning, or it will be ineffective in protecting the author from idea infringement.
This Note proposes the creation of a single legal standard for a based upon attribution called the "concept initiator"
credit. Unlike copyright law, which protects only fixed expressions, the concept initiator credit would protect certain
ideas.
This Note defines a three-part test for courts to use when deciding whether a concept initiator credit is needed in an
entertainment product. First, the idea is eligible for the concept initiator credit if it qualifies as a "narrative crux." A
narrative crux is an idea that is so original and highly specific that the idea's expression would receive copyright
protection without being invalidated by the merger doctrine. In a narrative crux, the idea underlying the expression
does not extend beyond the expression itself. Second, the idea must be used qualitatively and quantitatively in a
second work. Finally, the concept initiator credit will not be required unless the idea was knowingly used in another
work.

To avoid confusion, this Note uses the term "concept initiator" instead of the phrase "based upon" in order to
differentiate the new standard, which deals exclusively with ideas, from copyright law, which concerns already fixed
expressions. This Note uses the "based upon" phrasing when discussing previous case law because the courts have
used the "based upon" language.
Part I examines the existing groundwork for the creation of a single concept initiator standard, bearing in mind that
existing copyright law has already been expanded to protect some ideas that are fixed in expressions. Since courts have
ruled that copyright and based upon actions are similar enough to justify a common test,(note 12) copyright is relevant
to explain the creation of the concept initiator standard. Part II defines the concept initiator test. Part III analyzes the
effect of such a credit on the legal and artistic communities. Although Hollywood has already been called "lawsuit
happy,"(note 13) this new credit will not significantly increase litigation. If the standard is drawn narrowly, it should
further protect the creative community without causing a new flood of lawsuits. Finally, this Note concludes that the
concept initiator credit will protect against idea theft.

I. Creation of the Concept Initiator Standard
The concept initiator standard is a legally cognizable extension of existing copyright and contract law. Although the
individual original ideas or concepts are not copyrightable,(note 14) copyright law provides the most closely analogous
system for protecting an author's creative work.

A. Recent Case Law Supporting the Creation of an Independent Concept
Initiator Credit Standard
Two recent cases, Buchwald v. Paramount Pictures Corp.(note 15) and King v. Innovation Books,(note 16) lay a
foundation for a concept initiator credit.
Buchwald dealt with an eight-page screen treatment entitled "It's a Crude, Crude World" by the famous humorist Art
Buchwald, and the movie Coming to America.(note 17) In early 1982 Art Buchwald prepared "It's a Crude, Crude
World," concerning a third-world prince who came to America for "a state visit."(note 18) The screen treatment
described the story line in some detail,(note 19) and Buchwald gave a condensed, two-page treatment of the plot to
Paramount Pictures. Paramount subsequently entered into a contract with Buchwald whereby Paramount bought the
rights to Buchwald's story and concept.(note 20) Paramount wanted to base a movie, starring Eddie Murphy, on
Buchwald's story, to be called "King for a Day."(note 21) Another person would write the actual script, but "King for a
Day" was to be based on "It's a Crude, Crude World."(note 22)
The production team found hiring both a director and a writer for the "King for a Day" project problematic, but
Paramount finally assembled a creative team.(note 23) No one, however, created a satisfactory script, and Paramount
officially abandoned the project in March 1985.(note 24) In May 1986, Buchwald optioned "It's a Crude, Crude
World" to the Warner Brothers Studio.(note 25)
In the summer of 1987, Paramount began development of a similar script by Eddie Murphy. In this movie (eventually
called Coming to America), Murphy would play an African prince who comes to America to find a bride. The
development of Coming to America caused Warner Brothers to cancel further development of Buchwald's story.
Buchwald subsequently filed suit against Paramount.(note 26)
The court viewed this case as a breach of contract claim.(note 27) Under contract, Buchwald transferred all rights to
his original story concepts to Paramount in return for payment for any future motion picture produced from
Buchwald's ideas.(note 28) The breach of contract claim turned on whether Coming to America was based upon
Buchwald's story treatment. The court found that "based upon" had no standard definition in the entertainment industry,
even though many experts testified as to their understanding of the term.(note 29) Therefore, the court applied an
analysis similar to that used in copyright to find a standard for a based upon credit, although the court admitted that
Buchwald was not an infringement case and that copyright had no real application to ideas.(note 30) The court based

its analysis on past California cases that used a copyright-like approach to breach of contract cases involving idea
theft.(note 31)
The court noted that the property conferred in the Paramount contract was Buchwald's idea.(note 32) The court applied
a two-pronged test to determine whether Paramount used Buchwald's idea.(note 33) This two-part inquiry used the
copyright tests of access and substantial similarity to determine the need for a based upon credit.(note 34) The court
stated that access would be determined by the adapter's knowledge of the original author's ideas.(note 35) It was
undisputed that Paramount creative executives discussed Buchwald's idea with Eddie Murphy and his manager.(note
36) Because it found there was "no real issue concerning access,"(note 37) the court went on to compare the Buchwald
story and Coming to America.(note 38)
The court stated that an idea may change from its initial adaptation to its expression in the final work. The court,
however, found enough similarities to establish an infringement of Buchwald's idea and, thus, a breach of contract by
Paramount.(note 39)
The second case that helps set the framework for a concept initiator standard involves an author who sued under "false
light" and "right to publicity" theories in order to remove a based upon credit from a movie supposedly adapted from
one of his short stories.(note 40) In King v. Innovation Books, author Stephen King sold the movie rights for his short
story "The Lawnmower Man" to The Great Fantastic Picture Corporation.(note 41) The Great Fantastic Picture
Corporation then assigned the movie rights to "The Lawnmower Man" to various entities, with New Line Films
eventually having the film's American distribution rights.(note 42) The movie differed significantly from the short
story.(note 43) The title of the film, however, was Stephen King's The Lawnmower Man, and the credits included the
acknowledgement "based upon a short story by Stephen King."(note 44) King sued to have his name removed from the
film.(note 45)
As in Buchwald, the King court found it difficult to determine what exactly "based upon" meant(note 46) and also
confronted the problem of how to test the propriety of a based upon credit. This federal court, like the California court
in Buchwald, decided to use a standard similar to copyright infringement to determine the suitability of a based upon
credit in the film.(note 47) The court decided that if the film drew "in material respects from a literary work, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, a `based upon' credit should not be viewed as misleading."(note 48)
The court concluded that material resemblances existed between the film and King's short story.(note 49) The court,
therefore, held that a based upon credit was appropriate.(note 50)
If an author has a contract with a film studio, some courts have provided a right of attribution (or lack thereof) for the
author's ideas used in a film. Buchwald and King, however, indicate that ideas (created under contract or not) can be
explicit enough to warrant protection. By applying elements of copyright and contract law to idea misappropriation,
courts have developed the basis for creation of a concept initiator credit.

B. Elements of Existing Copyright Case Law Support the Concept
Initiator Standard
The Copyrights Act of 1976 explicitly protects only fixed expression.(note 51) The courts, however, have historically
recognized that certain elements outside the specific expression were protectable.(note 52) In Sheldon v. MetroGoldwyn Pictures Corp.,(note 53) Judge Learned Hand stated that an expression's copyrightable elements extended
beyond speech to gestures, scenery, costumes, and even the actor's appearance.(note 54) Examples of such elements
from other cases include "total concept and feel" of a work,(note 55) and character protection.(note 56)

1. Copyright Protection of Ideas Underlying Expression
Sid & Marty Krofft Television Productions, Inc. v. McDonald's Corp. illustrates the movement of copyright law to
protect concepts underlying expression.(note 57) Krofft presented a two-part test for determining similarity between a
copyrighted work and an allegedly infringing work. The test component compared identifiable factors such as plot,

setting, artwork, and material used in the expression. The court called this an extrinsic test.(note 58) The second, or
intrinsic, test compared whether an ordinary reasonable person would believe that a substantial similarity exists
between the two works.(note 59)
Applying the test, the court held that McDonald's "McDonaldland" commercials infringed Krofft's H.R. Pufnstuf
television show because McDonaldland "captured the `total concept and feel' of the Pufnstuf show."(note 60) Both the
imaginary land in Pufnstuf and McDonaldland had caves, ponds, roads, castles, and human faces on inanimate
objects.(note 61) The court said that these similarities went beyond idea similarity and into expression
infringement.(note 62)
Despite the court's claim that it was only shielding expression,(note 63) a closer analysis shows that the court in Krofft
was actually protecting ideas.(note 64) A land with roads, ponds, castles, and talking trees hardly seems to be
expression-specific.(note 65) The court essentially admits that it is protecting ideas by saying that McDonaldland
captured the "total concept" of the land in Pufnstuf.(note 66)

2. Copyright Protection for Character Ideas
Ideas for characters also currently receive protection. In its discussion of the extrinsic test, the court in Shaw v.
Lindheim(note 67) used similar plots, characters, and general theme traits as evidence to show that one television show
infringed upon another show.(note 68) The court used abstract traits such as the main character being well-educated,
wealthy, self-assured, and faithful as an example of similar attributes,(note 69) although such themes are not
expression- specific and should not be copyrightable.(note 70)
The court in Shaw stated further that satisfaction of the extrinsic test (comparing among other things, plot and settings)
alone created a triable issue of fact for copyright infringement.(note 71) The court admitted that "a man who will
equalize the odds, a lone man working outside the system" is an idea and unprotectable by copyright.(note 72)
Nevertheless, when general traits such as wealth and education are added to the idea of a lone equalizer, the court
stated that the idea becomes an expression.(note 73) An educated, rich, cocky, faithful man who works outside the law
for the forces of good, however, does not describe an expression-specific character.
Shaw is only one example in a long line of federal cases offering copyright protection to ideas for characters. In 1954,
in Warner Bros. Pictures v. CBS, Inc.,(note 74) the Ninth Circuit implied that characters who constituted the basis of a
story could be copyrighted separately from the expression that contains the character.(note 75) Conversely, incidental
characters, "chessm[e]n in the game of telling the story,"(note 76) cannot receive independent copyrights.(note 77) The
court, however, stated that the characters of an author's imagination are bound to fall into a "limited pattern."(note 78)
Therefore, by protecting the character, the court actually protects the idea underlying the character, which can be used
in more than one work by different authors.
In 1983 the court in Warner Bros. v. ABC(note 79) continued to afford copyright protection without regard to any
specific expression. The court went so far as to say that the fact that a character
may be an idea does not diminish the expressive aspect of the combination [of particular traits]. But just
as similarity cannot be rejected by isolating as an idea each characteristic the characters have in common,
it cannot be found when the total perception of all the ideas as expressed in each character is
fundamentally different.(note 80)
Thus an amalgamation of ideas can acquire copyright protection regardless of the surrounding expression.(note 81)
Characters are therefore taking on copyrightable lives of their own and are no longer bound to a singular expression. A
fictional character can be an idea or a general concept.(note 82) As long as the court can recognize a personality trait,
or a character type, the court can find copyright and infringement.(note 83)

C. The Coexistence of the Concept Initiator Credit and Copyright

Principles
Not only does current copyright law support the concept initiator credit, the proposed credit also does not contradict
established copyright principles. For example, the merger doctrine, which keeps a work from being copyrighted if the
expression and the larger idea underlying the expression are inseparable, is not at odds with the proposed
standard.(note 84) The narrow definition of the concept initiator credit's narrative crux(note 85) ensures that a more
general idea does not extend beyond the expression. It is not similar to the boy meets girl theme, which can be
expressed in an infinite number of ways.(note 86) The idea expressed in a plot synopsis, like the Joe and Miriam story,
extends only as far as the expression that evolves from the idea. In the same way, the concept initiator credit covers
only the original material elements underlying one finished product.
Moreover, the concept initiator credit is analogous to the derivative works doctrine. Creators of copyrighted works can
grant to other authors the right to create derivative works from the original expression.(note 87) Derivative works do
not directly apply to the concept initiator credit tort because the derivative work doctrine only applies to copyrighted
works. As with copyrightable derivative works, concept initiator works take some preexisting material and add to or
change the underlying narrative crux. "Concept initiator," like the derivative work doctrine, allows the adapter to have
access to the conceptualized idea while at the same time allowing the creator of the idea to control, or at least receive
credit for, the underlying work.
Past and current case law shows that all of the necessary elements for a concept initiator credit already exist. Unique
and exact ideas, which warrant protection when fixed in an expression, should be treated as protectable property before
they are fixed in expression, regardless of whether the idea was created while under contract.(note 88)

II. A Proposal for the Concept Initiator Credit Standard
The definition of "concept initiator" includes three inquiries: first, whether the idea is a narrative crux; second, whether
the narrative crux was used quantitatively and qualitatively in a second work; and third, whether the adapter knowingly
used the narrative crux. If all three inquiries are answered affirmatively, the second work should include the concept
initiator credit.
The first part of the concept initiator credit involves deciding whether an idea is an independently created narrative
crux. The definition of narrative crux refers to well-defined ideas that, if fixed in an expression, would be sufficiently
original to warrant copyright, without being invalidated by the merger doctrine. The content of a narrative crux does
not extend beyond the sole expression of the idea itself. If the idea can be fixed in more than one expression, the
narrative crux criteria is not met. Under this definition, a plot-line synopsis like the Joe and Miriam example is a
narrative crux. A general theme such as boy meets girl, however, does not meet the definition because it can be fixed
in more than one expression.
Part two of the definition looks to the quantitative and qualitative use of the narrative crux in the creation of a second
work.(note 89) As with copyright infringement,(note 90) exact copying is not needed for concept initiator infringement
to occur. The author of the second work must only use the original idea "quantitatively and qualitatively" in the
adaptive expression.(note 91)
Fink v. Goodson-Todman Enterprises, Ltd.(note 92) recognized that similarities do not have to be as pronounced in a
case that involves adaption of an idea as they do in a case that compares two fixed expressions.(note 93) To determine
whether or not a based upon credit was needed, the Fink court used the same quantitative and qualitative infringement
test that is used to determine copyright infringement.(note 94) The court said that this test was appropriate even when
the similarity is quantitatively insignificant in the second work.(note 95) In applying the test, the court asked whether
there was a "structural spine" in the alleged adaptation's work that had the same "structural dimensions" as the
originator's idea.(note 96) The court ignored inconsequential modifications such as changes in setting.(note 97) In
essence, this meant that a based upon credit was appropriate despite the fact that a second work merely used the
original author's idea and not the original expression.(note 98)

Finally, under the definition of the concept initiator standard, adaptive creators must be aware that they are using the
original author's narrative crux as the basis for the adaptation. This requirement addresses the issue of access.(note 99)
Access in the concept initiator context is proven by evidence such as a contract, documentation, or striking similarity.
To accommodate the new standard, the traditional meaning of access must be broadened to include situations such as
overhearing a narrative crux and taking the fully developed idea, or stealing the idea from a short synopsis or screen
treatment.
Unfortunately, this standard increases the possibility of frivolous suits. Currently, copyright law uses a flexible
standard centered around a preponderance of the evidence to prove infringement.(note 100) In order to discourage
unmeritorious suits, yet still protect against idea theft, the burden of proof should be raised to a clear and convincing
standard. Adoption of the clear and convincing standard would help protect narrative cruxes, yet keep general ideas in
the public realm.

III. The Significance of the Concept Initiator Standard
The concept initiator standard is needed not only in the area of entertainment law, but in other areas of creative
endeavor as well. "Idea theft," says entertainment lawyer Pierce O'Donnell, "is a cancer in Hollywood. In an industry
where imagination and creativity [are] the key[s] to success, idea theft is grand larceny. And it is prevalent."(note 101)
Beyond Buchwald, many of Hollywood's latest hits and even major box office bombs have been the subjects of
lawsuits for idea theft. Recently, Martha Raye sued producers over the movie For the Boys. Raye claimed the movie
told her life story without giving her credit. A Canadian filmmaker claimed that Die Hard is "wholesale cinematic
`Xeroxing'" of his own movie entitled Kings and Desperate Men. People also sued over the plot of Home Alone. The
storyline of a French movie, Pre Noel, in which a boy left home alone on Christmas must defend his home from an
intruder, does sound familiar. The director of Pre Noel filed suit.(note 102)
Idea theft occurs because of the current Hollywood business structure. Writers freely pitch oral ideas, and the line
between a remake and a blatant infringement frequently blurs.(note 103) Another root of the idea theft problem is the
fact that Hollywood is such a small community. In essence, everyone works with everybody else.(note 104) Plagiarism
is said to be systemic.
New writers must openly promote their ideas in hope of landing their first contract. Unfortunately, studio executives
may turn around and give the idea to a top (A-list) writer to develop, while the original writer receives nothing for his
or her creation.(note 105) The sometimes brazen attitude of the studio executives has been described as the "we can
get away with it, so let's do it" mentality.(note 106)
Studio executives sometimes even view idea theft as ethical.
"There are people in this town [Hollywood]--everybody knows their names--who are wildly unethical in
the way they do business, but you can't ignore them because they have proven they can make successful
movies," says a producer who has worked both independently and as studio executive. "There's the attitude
at the studios that if it's legal, it's ethical. Well, people are screwed legally in this town every day."(note
107)
Many executives also have decided to let writers sue for a stolen idea because the suit will be settled later for less
money than owed on the original contract.(note 108) Frequently, an idea theft settlement includes a confidentiality
agreement so the public does not know anything about the idea theft.(note 109)
The idea theft problem frequently becomes compounded by the popular idea and sequel phenomena. It has been
suggested that there are only thirty-six different dramatic situations.(note 110) Hollywood productions regularly deal
with approximately seven of the thirty-six situations.(note 111) Hollywood also experiences fads for the same
theme.(note 112) In past years, two productions of Robin Hood, two productions of Dangerous Liaisons,(note 113)
and two productions of Christopher Columbus were being filmed simultaneously in a race to be the first to reach the
theaters.(note 114) These competing productions can spawn idea theft suits.(note 115)

The entertainment industry also thrives on the sequel phenomenon. A sequel will usually earn money based upon the
popularity and audience familiarity with the characters and situations presented. Once a particular plot line or character
proves to be successful, others will copy it in an effort to capitalize on the original product's popularity.(note 116)
The creation of a concept initiator standard would help alleviate idea theft. Writers would benefit most directly.
Currently, the only protection a writer can obtain for a fully developed original idea is to register the idea treatment
with the Writer's Guild of America.(note 117) This precaution, however, frequently falls short.(note 118) Art
Buchwald could successfully sue Paramount because his contract promised payment for any idea made into a movie,
not because he registered his work with the Writer's Guild.(note 119)
The concept initiator credit would at least force credit to be acknowledged where it is due. If fully conceptualized ideas
can be the subject of a contract,(note 120) they are sufficiently concrete and legitimate to give rise to an independent
idea theft suit. Currently, if an idea not generated under contract gets stolen, others get the credit, notoriety, and profits
from an adaptation.
The studios would also benefit from the creation of a concept initiator standard. The concept initiator credit would act
as extra insurance that a competing studio would not use the same concept in a similar movie before copyright can
attach. The studio would thus be better able to protect the ideas generated by its pool of writers.
Arguably, a potential problem with the creation of a concept initiator credit would be an increase in the number of
suits. When the court decided Buchwald, many commentators felt it would cause an increase in the number of lawsuits
because of the public perception of receiving easy money.(note 121) This increase in suits, however, would not result
from the concept initiator standard.
The proposed test for the concept initiator credit includes a safeguard to prevent an increase in suits. The use of current
legal requirements for similarity and access would in effect preclude most concept initiator suits as the tests already do
for copyright infringement cases. Most copyright infringement suits are not valid claims. The suits usually fail because
they do not meet the basic legal standards required to prove a legitimate cause of action for infringement.(note 122) In
fact, studios label most copyright suits as nuisance suits.(note 123) "If you write a hit movie, the odds are good you'll
get sued," said Craig Jacobson, a Hollywood entertainment lawyer.(note 124)
Infringement accusations may be easy to make, but the claims are difficult to prove and expensive to litigate. The cost
and difficulty of litigating deters most people from suing.(note 125) The proposed concept initiator credit requirement
retains these same expense and difficulty factors.
In addition, the creation of a concept initiator standard will not cause further harm, such as bankrupting the
entertainment industry. The studios already protect themselves from idea theft allegations through the use of insurance.
Production companies regularly buy errors and omissions (E&O) insurance.(note 126) Errors and omissions insurance
protects against all infringement liabilities.(note 127) Although E&O insurance, by itself, is not a reason to adopt a
concept initiator standard, it shows that the concept initiator credit tort will not create insurmountable problems in the
entertainment field.
Ideas from the creative community need and deserve protection from rampant idea theft.(note 128) A combination of
lack of effective writer protection, a closed community, and a premium placed on a few popular ideas and sequels
creates an atmosphere where unprotected ideas will continue to be taken without protection.(note 129) Creating the
concept initiator credit will at least partially remedy the situation without causing a significant increase in litigation or
expense.

Conclusion
Buchwald and King lay a foundation to create a concept initiator credit, but provide no uniform definition for the term
"based upon."(note 130) Using the Buchwald and King cases as a springboard, the concept initiator credit cause of
action can be created. The action for a concept initiator credit starts with a narrative crux, which is a highly developed,

but not yet fixed, idea whose fixed expression would received copyright protection. If an adaptor knowingly uses a
narrative crux quantitatively and qualitatively to adapt it into another expression, a concept initiator credit should
appear.
The proposal for a mandatory concept initiator credit is not a legal anomaly without any basis in current law. The
concept only slightly extends the similar existing copyright law, which has begun to protect the idea in an
expression.(note 131) Characters and other features that transcend a single expression already receive protection
through copyright.(note 132) Federal courts already recognize a based upon credit in other contexts as a legitimate
claim,(note 133) and California has ample case law permitting suits for idea misappropriation in a contract
context.(note 134)
The creative community needs a concept initiator credit to protect against idea theft. This proposal provides a practical
solution for a continuing problem in intellectual property law without contradicting established copyright doctrine.
It is time to create a uniform concept initiator credit standard to protect the author of a fully conceptualized, original,
discrete idea that only needs fixation to complete its development. This small step will greatly help the entertainment,
creative, and artistic communities. Authors should receive credit for their own unique ideas, but they often do not. Art
Buchwald best summed up the idea theft problem for the unattributed writer after he saw Coming to America. He said,
"It was an awful movie, but it was my awful movie."(note 135)
*******
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The court then describes the movie:
The protagonist of the two hour movie is Dr. Lawrence Angelo. Experimenting with chimpanzees,
Dr. Angelo develops a technology, based on computer simulation, known as "Virtual Reality,"
which allows a chimp to enter a three-dimensional computer environment simulating various action
scenarios. Dr. Angelo hopes to adapt the technology for human use, with the ultimate goal of
accelerating and improving human intelligence.
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